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Abstract- A telecommunication system has to be continuously monitored to accomplish the quality of service.  If an error or 
an unconditional behavior occurs in the network, software engineers try to do the analysis of the generated logs for 
troubleshooting. The problem is that, even for a small system, the logs generated after running a system may be large. There 
is a need for automatically mining this large log data. There are many studies present which mainly focuses more on 
software application, pay little attention on network information. This paper gives brief about some of the network 
debugging tools and visualization of the network. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Components of network at high level are software 
and hardware. Each category can be further broken 
into other smaller sub categories. It is required to 
understand these 2 categories before debugging  
network. Main aim of the debugging is to find out the 
root cause and find solution to it. In OSI model layers 
1 to 3 have close association with hardware, 
operating systems and layers 4 to 7 have close 
association with application. 
 Network allows exchange of information over 
certain protocols. Network binds independent 
computing platforms together to form a distributed 
computing network. Each end point should have an 
network hardware such as Gigabit Ethernet Port, 
SDH port, PDH Port etc. Ports are connected to 
outside network using cables. Switch is connected to 
other end of the cable and it is connected to other 
hosts also which form star topology at the physical 
layer. 
 Understanding the hardware is also required since 
sometimes problems may occur in this area also. 
Hardware devices are mechanically sensitive and any 
kind of damage may interrupt the functionality. These 
may not be immediately visible to end user but shows 
error in application layer. Hardware problem may be 
caused because of Ethernet cable slipped out of its 
port receptacle due to broken latch, one of the wires 
came loose due to a bad crimp, or the cable was 
plugged into a wrong port.Possible causes for 
network problems in Physical layer are broken or 
improper cabling or terminations, high signal 
degradation, not sufficient cable bandwidth and 
interference from other medium. In Network Layer 
possible causes for network problem are networking 
devices which are damaged, incorrect or sub-optimal 
device configurations, authentication and association 
issues, and insufficient network bandwidth. Possible 
causes for network problems in switches and VLANs 

are excessive utilization of the devices or incorrectly 
assigned VLAN membership or Traffic priority 
(CoS/QoS) issues etc. 
         Diagnosis can be done in 2 different ways. One 
is diagnosis as sensemaking and another one is 
automatic diagnosis. Sensemaking diagnosis can be 
with the help of ones experience in network field. For 
example if there is a problem in sending a message to 
other computer this leads administrator to check the 
connecting or incoming and outgoing packets. In real 
time tracking backward for the problem becomes 
very tedious and cannot handle manually. 
 So there are much research work going on in the 
field of automatic debugging. This uses lower level to 
higher level diagnosis. Variable level diagnosis 
includes finding out memory usage, CPU usage, 
Node capacity etc. Component level diagnosis 
includes component status checking. Edge level 
diagnosis includes checking any interface problems 
between source and target machine. Network level 
diagnosis includes searching entire network to find 
out the culprits. 
 
II. MINING SYSTEM LOGS FOR DEBUGGING 

 

 
Fig 1: Pattern Generation and Pattern matching 
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Telecom system logs are mined to facilitate 
debugging tasks[1] composed of  2 main phases .  

 Pattern generation and validation  
 Pattern matching.  

Behavioral patterns from large logs are extracted 
using data mining technique and is validated by 
domain experts . In the second phase pattern 
matching is done with logs generated by the system 
as shown in the Fig 1. 
 
III. AUTOMATIC TESTING AND DEBUGGING 
USING TEST PACKET GENEREATION 
 
Administrators are depending on tools like as ping  
and trace route to debug many problems, though 
Networks are getting larger and more complex in 
today’s world. An automated and systematic 
approach called ATPG is used  for testing and 
debugging networks. Device independent model is 
developed by reading router configuration[2]. The 
minimum set of packets are generated by the model 
to test every link in the network or to test the rules in 
the network links. Test packets which are sent to 
check the network links , and  detected failures 
triggers a unique  mechanism to locate the fault. 
Functional problems such as firewall 
misconfiguration and performance problems such as 
congestion in queue are also detected using ATPG. 
Earlier work such as static checkingand fault 
localization,ATPG complements both them and goes 
beyond them. Static checking cannot detect 
performance faults or live networkfaults. System 
model of ATPG is as shown in the Fig 2. 

Prototype ATPG implementation was done 
in Stanford University’s backbone network did 
Prototype ATPG implementation where in Stanford 
backbone network 4000 packets can cover all rules, 
while 54 packets are enough to cover all the links. 
Sending 4000 test packets 10 times per second 
consume less than 1% of link capacity.  Both ATPG 
code and the data sets are  available publicly . 
 

 
Fig 2: ATPG system model 

IV. FAULT DIAGNOSIS AND VISUALIZATION 
TOOLS 

 
4.1 Netclinic 
 

Faults in a node configuration may effect the 
other nodes which are connected to it of other 
software’s which are running on the same node[3]. 
Example of mail server is shown in the fig 3. 
 

 
Fig 3: Machines which are dependent on mail 

server. 
 
NetClinic is designed using both concepts of 
sensemaking and automatic diagnosis. Visualization 
features makes the user easy understand faults in 
lower as well as higher levels as shown in the Fig 4. 
Main three parts of NetClinic are: 

 Network View: This gives picture of 
network components and gives information 
about  component ,edge and network levels. 

 Diagnosis View: Gives diagnosis result at 
network level. 

 Performance counter view: Gives variable 
level information. 

 

 
Fig 4: NetClinic Visualtion and diagnosis view 

 
Semantic based graph layout is used for visualization. 
Number of links which a network componets makes 
which  is much higher than the umber of components 
present in the network.  Netwok component and its 
application are represented as shown in the Fig .5 in 
Netclinic. 
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Fig 5: Machine cluster view 

 
Machine or network componet is represent atthe 
centre , applications which are running on the 
component are represented using segments around the 
centre and also other network applications which are 
in connection with are also oriented. 
 
 
4.2 LIVE ACTION Visualization Tool of 
CISCO 

Live Action tool also gives the visualization 
of live traffic of  network as shown in the Fig 6 which 
also examines for historical views . diagnosis can 
bedone at individual component level also using this 
tool. 
 

 
Fig 6: LiveAction visualization tool 
 
Main features of this tool are Intuitive 

topology view, Faster troubleshooting and root cause 
analysis, High level Flow dashboard, Instant 
validation, Historical playback. 
4.3 NETBRAIN 

Netbrain enterprise edition developed tool 
for network debug which includes managing routers, 
firewalls etc. 

Network management automation can be 
achieved in ways :By house scripting or by selecting 
NCCM tool.  Advantage of House scripts is that they 

are  highly customizable but  then are complex to 
create . Though NCCM tools are powerful but due to 
lack of customization they are of limited use. 
Features of Net -Brain are: 

 Network Mapping 
 Dynamic Network mapping is data driven  and 
can be created instantly. Can be updated 
automatically. Network topology and network 
design data can be collected automatically . Map 
creation is automated by using simpler user 
inputs. 
 Network data-Visual Search 
This tool makes whole network searchable and 
device configuration file can be previewed. It 
also gives access to create a new map around the 
device. 
 Deep Network Discovery 
This tool discovers all the L2/L3 devices in the 
network and also network design. This  is  can be 
possible done using both patented neighbor 
walking discovery engine and with advanced 
network modeling. This tool analyzes 
simultaneously data collected from SNMP and 
CLI are analysed using this tool simultaneously 
and the network is decoded step by step. 
 Documentation which is Automated 
Net-brain tool can generate many types of 
network documentation by breaking the network 
data model. Network diagrams in MS Visio can 
be created using this tool. 
 Visual Troubleshooting 
The Steps to diagnose the  detected alarms 
involve lot of data collection and this process 
was a manual process before. A dynamic map 
gives a deep visibility through the network’s 
configuration, live performance, and also  recent 
changes made to the network as shown in the fig 
7 below. Network troubleshooting is made faster 
using this tool. Qapp which is the unique app 
technology. With this users can write their own 
Net-Brain apps using a Programming Visual 
Environment, which is vendor-independent . 
 Qapp-Next Generation Network Automation 
The automation  which is present in Net-Brain’s 
Qapp technology is customizable and can be 
adapted to any  of the network and also to 
network tasks. Using Net-Brain's visual 
programming environment, users can develop 
Qapp which is the unique app technology. With 
this users can write their own Net-Brain apps 
using a Programming Visual Environment, 
which is vendor-independent .It also analyzes  
the network data and draws the results directly 
on the map. Screenshot of the visualization is as 
shown in the fig 7. 

The main benefits of automation using Qapp is firstly 
to minimize Mean Time To Repair(MTTR), secondly 
to visualize the hotspot’s performance, thirdly data 
mining and analysis automation , fourthly to alert 
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both thresholds and conditions when they are met, 
lastly portability to a great extent.  

SCUBA[4], nCompass[5], MTreeDX[6] are 
the other tools which gives visualization to help the 
network debugging.PeerPressure[7], which used to 
diagnose the root-cause misconfigurations on a sick 
machine with the help of statistics from a set of 
sample machines. FlowDiagnoser[8] is another 
automated approach for diagnosing performance 
stalls in networked systems.NetMedic[9] which 
enables detailed diagnosis of modern operating 
systems and applications. 
 

 
Fig 7: Visual troubleshooting screenshot 

of NetBrain tool 
 
CONCLUSION 
 

All the tools discussed in this paper are used 
to analyze the debug logs more efficiently which 
reduces the effort which is put manually and used to 
identify relevant events required for debugging. 
Many tools used today work in offline mode. Work in 
most of the todays tools uses  visualizations  which 
enables both  monitoring  security in real-time and 
computer networks intrusion detection. In many of 
the computer networks ,though analytics have been 

absent for visualizations, but today’s network have 
more general network visualizations and study with 
integrated data analysis techniques. 
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